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#Work #Family #Love #Safety 

#Relaxation #Solidarity 

Singer Harim’s poignant words Singer Harim’s poignant words 
and picture book artist Ji Kyung-Ae’s and picture book artist Ji Kyung-Ae’s 
beautiful illustrations capture the beautiful illustrations capture the 
wishes of all of us who work.wishes of all of us who work.

Singer Harim’s Singalong Challenge song is a 

picture book with illustrations by Bologna Lagacci 

Award-winning artist Kyung-Ae Ji. Singer Harim’s 

Singalong Challenge, which began with the desire 

to return home safely after a day’s work and to 

have a day where work and rest can coexist, has 

now gone beyond song to visit working people 

with a picture book. It will be a time to reflect on 

the value of work, the importance of those who 

work, and the families we love.

We all work
for the people 
we love
Written by Harim, Illustrated by Kyungae Ji

February 15, 2024 | 220×280mm(Hardcover) | 40 pages

ISBN 978-89-6319-563-6 77810

‘And Again, Spring’ is the picture book brand of Bookmentor Publishing.

★ Harim is a famous South Korean musician.

★  Kyungae Ji won the Ragazzi Award at the 

Bologna International Children's Book Fair 

in 2015 
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Written by Yeorim Yoon, Illustrated by Murr

February 20, 2024 | 295×210mm(hardcover)

56pages | ISBN 978-89-6319-566-7 [77810]

#Self-esteem #Choice #Happiness #Adventure 

#Change #Growth #Friendship

Whether you’re timid or adventurous It’s okay, it’s all good!Whether you’re timid or adventurous It’s okay, it’s all good!

One day, a big crisis came to the timid Gamjang-Rock and the adventurous Kkamjang-Rock: a 

crack in the ground. Just like their different personalities, the two rocks dealt with the crisis in 

completely different ways. Whatever choice they made, they stayed true to their nature, and 

they both got along great, with new experiences to look forward to. Just like Gamjang-Rock 

and Kkamjang-Rock, there are no right or wrong answers to life, and everyone can be happy if 

they accept themselves as they are and stay true to their own way of living.

Gamjang-
Rock 
Kkamjang-
Rock



SOS for 
Answers
by Soo-Rin Kang

November 25, 2023 | 210×280mm(hardcover) | 40 pages

ISBN 978-89-6319-556-8 [77810] 

The joy of finding the answer to a The joy of finding the answer to a 
problem, not just finding the answer problem, not just finding the answer 
on a test.on a test.

#Finding the right answer #Exam 

#Creativity

This is the story of a group of children who go 

inside a math test to find the answer to a math 

problem. Their adventure shows that finding 

answers is not just about finding the answer on 

a math test, it’s about finding ways to solve the 

many problems we face in life, and that you 

don’t have to go it alone, you can do it with 

friends and others.
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The end of 
nagging
by Nanjoo 

July 25, 2023 | 210×280mm(hardcover) | 40pages

ISBN 978-89-6319-064-8 [77810]

#nagging #family #love #interest 

The Universe’s Greatest Mom The Universe’s Greatest Mom 
Nagging Avoidance PlanNagging Avoidance Plan

Hedgehog is sick and tired of his mom’s 

nagging today. Hedgehog decides that 

he can’t take it anymore, and he has to 

do something about it. And then he 

gets a very good idea. And now, our 

hero Hedgehog’s fight back against his 

mom’s nagging begins. Will the 

hedgehog’s plan to fight back succeed?
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★Copyrights Taiwan



I wish the sun 
would go away
by Soohyun Cho 

May 10, 2023 | 210×210mm(hardcover) | 40pages 

ISBN 978-89-6319-512-4 [77810] 

#First #Sibling #Family #Love 

#Jealousy #Coexistence

★<2024 Book Start> Selected Books

For all the firsts in the world, For all the firsts in the world, 
clumsy as the firstclumsy as the first

Having a younger sibling would be great, but those expectations and imaginations go out the 

window, and Saet-Byul hates his brother, Sun, so much that he wishes he would go away. How 

can he overcome this crisis when he is faced with the biggest challenge of his life? Readers will 

learn the value of beautiful coexistence as Saet-Byul overcomes his first crisis and grows to the 

next level.
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Slurp 
the sea
Written by Heebom Hee, Illustrated by Yoo-kyung Kim

March 25, 2023 | 230×285㎜(Hardcover) | 44pages

ISBN 978-89-6319-059-4 [77810]

#Sea #Family #Noodles #Food 

#Sharing #Love #Feelings

The bounty of the sea, the love of family and the story of hot sea noodlesThe bounty of the sea, the love of family and the story of hot sea noodles

This picture book is based on Mori Noodles, the representative dish of Guryongpo, Pohang, 

where fresh ingredients from the blue sea are boiled together. It is a picture book where you 

can feel the warmth and love of the family through the scene of sharing the bounty of the sea 

with the whole family. So, let’s try the taste of hot sea noodles with the generosity of the sea 

and the love of the family.
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★<2024 Book Start> Selected Books



This is a picture book that deals with global environmental issues through a person who lives 

alone and enjoys solitude in a place that exists somewhere between heaven and earth. The 

person in the picture book lived in a small house in front of the sea of   clouds and occasionally 

enjoyed fishing for treasure. But one day, live animals kept coming. It is said that animals 

caught on fishing rods can no longer live on Earth. Fishing lines have become an escape route 

for animals on Earth. What on earth happened to Earth?

I will never go 
fishing again

Written by Yeorim Yoon, Illustrated by Jinho Jung

February 25, 2023 | 270×130㎜(Hardcover) 

68pages |  ISBN 978-89-6319-052-5 [77810]

With witty stories and picturesWith witty stories and pictures
Global environmental issues that deeply touch our hearts.Global environmental issues that deeply touch our hearts.

#Fishing #Environment 

#Animal picture book
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★ <2024 Book Start> Selected Books

★  Jinho Jung has twice won the Ragazzi Award at the Bologna International Children's Book Fair in 2015 and 2018.



This is a picture book that will lift you up 

when you’ve lost a little hope in the midst 

of a lot of worry, and give you a day that 

sparkles and shines as you take care of 

yourself and find the things you need to 

take care of. No one is worry-free, and 

worry will always find you, but you can 

shake off the worries that come with each 

passing day. This picture book will help 

you sweep away the worries that weigh 

you down and welcome the joys that are 

waiting for you.

Wake Up
by Jiyeon Kim

October 20, 2022 | 220×298㎜(Hardcover) | 44pages

ISBN 978-89-6319-487-5 [77810]

A warm pep talk to lift you up A warm pep talk to lift you up 
when you’re down with worrywhen you’re down with worry

#Worry #Joy #Hope #Care 

#Self-esteem #Resilience
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The sun is shining, the wind is blowing softly, the flowers are smelling wonderful, and it’s a 

lovely day. But then, out of nowhere, bird poop falls from the sky. A few moments later, a 

flock of birds swoop down and crap all over Bunny’s head. Bunny’s face is covered in bird 

poop, and he’s in desperate need of help. But when his friends see this, they run away, calling 

him a monster, and to make matters worse, the neighborhood dogs smell the bird poop and 

come after him. With all the bad things that come with bird poop, how can he get out of this 

predicament?

Again, 
It’ll Get 
Better
by Chanju Hong 

July 20, 2022 | 230×215㎜(Hardcover) | 44pages

ISBN 978-89-6319-046-4 [77810]

You’re not alone!You’re not alone!

#Happiness #Unhappiness 

#Recovery #Loneliness #Help
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Poljjak grew up hearing stories from her mom 

and dad about fierce snakes and scary herons. 

He had never been outside the ditch, so had 

never seen snakes or herons, but hearing 

rumors about them jumping around was 

fascinating. Then one day, his front legs and 

hind legs came out, and he finally became a 

frog. Poljjak was so excited that he ran out of 

the ditch. What kind of adventure awaits 

Poljjak?

The frog, 
Poljjak
Written by Ki-jeong Kim, Illustrated by Min-gul Jeon

February 25, 2022 | 223×266㎜(Hardcover) | 48pages

ISBN 978-89-6319-473-8 77810

A thrilling Pond Road picture book, A thrilling Pond Road picture book, 
full of adventure and wisdomfull of adventure and wisdom

★<2022 ARTS COUNCIL KOREA> Selected Books
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#Frog #Family #Friendship 

#Community #Cooperation



Fox hears a rumor that something is going on at the local convenience store. She dreams of 

being a detective, so she decides to spy on the convenience store owner, who happens to be 

the son of the blue-haired old lady who owns the store next door, but that’s not the only thing 

that’s suspicious: He’s up to something with a local girl who disappears into the woods every 

day. But what could be in the woods?

Curious 
Convenience 
Stores

A child’s story about dealing with A child’s story about dealing with 
rumors and suspicion in an age of fake news.rumors and suspicion in an age of fake news.

Written by Hyunsook Park, Illustrated by Chanju Hong

August 30, 2021 | 188×257mm(Hardcover) | 44 pages

ISBN 978-89-6319-431-8 [77810]
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#rumors #Abandoned animals 

#respect for life #cats



It’s been said that if you have just one person who believes in you, you can get through any 

difficult situation. With so many broken hearts, what kids need these days is a word of 

encouragement. Give your child the courage to take the plunge, even if they’re scared and 

nervous, just like the character in the picture book.

Jump
by Jiyeon Kim

March 10, 2021 | 270×195mm(Hardcover)

40 pages | ISBN 978-89-6319-405-9 [77810]

The World’s Warmest Cheer for YouThe World’s Warmest Cheer for You

★  <2022 Book Start> Selected Books

★  <2021 KPIPA Sejong-Book> Selected 

Books
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#Cheerleading #Courage #Trying 

#Conflict #Overcoming #Caring

#Self-Esteem 



A spin-off picture book from the much-loved 

‘Suspicious Series’. Yeo-Jin’s cousin, Fox, dreams 

of being a detective, and when she comes to her 

aunt’s apartment, her aunt’s ranked number one 

in the world for being tricky. As soon as he 

arrives, his aunt tells him to never say hello to 

anyone. In the elevator, everyone is standing 

with their backs to the wall and not making eye 

contact. Is this apartment any good?

Curious 
Apartments
Written by Hyunsook Park, Illustrated by Chanju Hong

January 15, 2021 | 188*257mm(Hardcover) | 48 pages

ISBN 978-89-6319-393-9 [77810]

What the heck is going on in this What the heck is going on in this 
apartment?apartment?
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#Communication #Floor Noise 

#Consideration #Interest 

#Neighborhood


